
Poor Husband 671 

C671 Only Bai Xin Was a Hindrance 

What she meant was that she didn't believe that Su Yushu had saved Zhan Tianwei on purpose. 

It was Zhan Tianwei who trained on the island and might accidentally bring that kind of poisonous insect 

with him! Perhaps Su Yushu had discovered the injured Zhan Tianwei and pretended to be the person 

who saved Zhan Tianwei. In the end 

C672 Investigating His Whereabouts 

"Yeah." 

Hsu Yan nodded. 

She suddenly thought that if Zhan Shishen could be so honest with her, he could explain the matter with 

Bai Xin clearly. 

The two of them might be able to truly love each other without distractions. 

Hsu Yan counted the number of contractions and fetus movements. The remaining time of the day was 

not considered slow either 

C673 Tricks 

Hsu Yan paused for a while before saying, "It's fine." 

"Help me look for the recent company activities and some of the company activities that are closer to 

the partnership. Send them to me if you have any." 

"Yes, Sister Hsu Yan!" 

Placing her phone on the bed, Hsu Yan fell into deep thought. 

Zhan Shishen, this time, trying to trick her was obviously not intentional. 

In that case, in the end. 

C674 Running away from Home 

Then he thought about what he had heard on the phone. Zhan Shishen was going to stay with Bai Xin. 

Her heart was pounding. She felt as if she was standing on the edge of a cliff! 

"Of course. The Bai family that Bai Lanyi is in is also a laughing house. Originally it was a music and dance 

hall 

C675 He's Coming for Her 

"Su Wen, what did you say? Grandmother ran away from home? Didn't grandma say she was going to 

find Zhan Shishen? How long has it been? Why didn't she tell me? " 

Hsu Yan's stomach suddenly stopped hurting," That undergarment is a gift from Zhan mansion. I just 

opened it. I never said I like it... " 



She felt a chill 

C676 He Made a Mistake and Made Sense 

Even after being together for so long, as his wife who was practically invisible after marriage, there were 

very few times that any woman would be shy about it. 

Hsu Yan had seen a lot of things, so she only breathed a sigh of relief nervously and did not forget the 

proper business, "Zhan Shishen, grandma ran out..." 

Zhan Shishen held her down. "Don't move 

C677 Am I the Only Woman in My Heart 

Hsu Yan was shocked. Did he really do something big? It was also possible that he had been hiding his 

strength for so long. Perhaps it was because of a certain moment. 

Apart from the intense throbbing in her heart, how could she not understand this man's temperament? 

If he said these words, then not even the Nine-Headed Bull could stop him, so he had to do it. 

She had a bit of a temper 

C678 He Saw That Hong Was Going to Give Birth 

Zhan Shishen didn't expect to hear this. This was the first time he had heard Hsu Yan ask such a 

question. 

Until now, neither of them had really admitted it. 

They only felt that the atmosphere was stunned for a while. Just as Hsu Yan was carrying her back and 

the expectation in her heart dropped drastically. 

The man suddenly bent down and his lips pressed against the back of her ear 

C679 Entering the Waiting Room 

When he looked up, he saw Sun Ruiqiu looking at him gently. Hsu Zhi was also standing by the side. He 

was wearing sportswear and no longer looked like an autistic person. He also seemed to have grown a 

lot taller. 

"Grandma, Zhi!" 

Hsu Yan called out, and her heart immediately warmed up. 

It was nothing. It was better to see her family at this time. 

Zhan Shishen had considered everything for her 

C680 Zhan Shishen Wanted to Make Peace with Bai Xin? 

Her heart hasn't settled since last night. 

She always felt that something had happened, but everyone around her kept it from her. 



Even when she took out her phone and surfed the internet, she found that the radio and signal were 

unstable, and she couldn't even look at the weather forecast. 

At first, she thought that it was only because she had just moved into the Sea Moon 

 


